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ic sorting of rare cells based on
high throughput inertial focusing and high
accuracy acoustic manipulation†

Yinning Zhou,‡ Zhichao Ma‡ and Ye Ai *

The ability to isolate rare circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from blood samples is essential to perform liquid

biopsy as a routine diagnostic and prognostic test. Both label-free and surface biomarker-based cell

sorting technologies have been developed to address the demand in high-integrity isolation of rare

CTCs for cancer research. Label-free cell sorting mainly relies on the size difference between CTCs and

blood cells; thus, it lacks sufficient sorting specificity. Surface biomarker-based cell sorting is highly

specific; however, it requires expensive, labor-intensive, and time-consuming labeling due to the use of

multiple sets of surface biomarkers. Because of the complex nature and high heterogeneity of

tumorigenesis, it is difficult to rely on a single sorting process for high-integrity rare cell isolation. In this

study, for the first time, we present a hybrid microfluidic cell sorting method combining high throughput

size-dependent inertial focusing for size-based pre-enrichment and high accuracy fluorescence

activated acoustic sorting for single cell isolation. After one single hybrid sorting process, we have

demonstrated at least 2500-fold purity enrichment of MCF-7 breast cancer cells spiked in diluted whole

blood samples with cell viability maintained at 91 � 1% (viability before sorting was 94 � 2%). This

developed hybrid microfluidic cell sorting technique provides a promising solution for rare cell isolation

needed in a variety of biological research and clinical applications.
1. Introduction

Cancer is one of the top causes of death around the world due to
its lethality.1 One of the reasons why it is extremely difficult to
achieve a radical cure of cancer is malignant metastasis, which
is an overwhelming obstacle in therapeutic management and
early diagnosis, and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) contribute to
the very basis of this process. The concept of CTCs was rst
introduced by Ashworth in 1869,2 but due to the extremely rare
appearance of CTCs in the peripheral blood of patients (10–100
CTCs per ml 3), the study of CTCs in cancer research started to
gain increasing attention only in the past two decades when
substantial advances were made in more reliable isolation and
detection of low-abundance cell populations.4 Currently, the
only CTC testing medical instrument clinically approved by US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is CellSearch, which
isolates CTCs via specic binding to magnetic nanoparticles
functionalized with anti-EpCAM antibodies in a magnetic eld.
Although immune-affinity approaches possess the advantage of
high specicity, the detection criteria of EpCAM, a unique
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biomarker expressed during the epithelial–mesenchymal tran-
sition (EMT) process,5 will not necessarily express with all types
of CTCs.6,7 Furthermore, leukocytes also exhibit high chances to
express similar epithelial markers, which greatly increase the
probability of erroneous characterization of benign cells.8

Another issue is the heterogeneity of biomarkers expressed in
CTCs of various cancer types,9 such as epithelial markers
(EpCAM,10 epithelial glycoprotein 2 (EGP-2),11 and cytoker-
atins12), tumor-related markers (carcinoembryonic antigen
(CEA),13 alpha-fetoprotein (AFP),14 and squamous-cell carci-
noma antigen (SCCA)15), mRNAs (human telomerase reverse
transcriptase (hTERT)16 and telomerase17) and organ-specic
markers (HER2-neu,18 prostate-specic antigen (PSA),19 mam-
maglobin,20 etc.). Apparently, it is very challenging to rely on
a single type of biomarker for the highly specic isolation of
extremely rare CTCs in complex clinical samples from patients
with different cancer types.

Microuidics, capable of precise microscale manipulation,
has led to the development of a variety of cell sorting tech-
niques, which generally can be classied as active and passive
methods depending on the means of force eld generation.
Active sorting methods usually introduce external acoustic,21–23

electric24–26 and magnetic27,28 elds to selectively manipulate
different cell populations. Their high accuracy and tunable cell
sorting capability, however, result in low throughput sample
processing. Passive methods are typically size-based label-free
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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sorting techniques, including microltration,29 deterministic
lateral-displacement (DLD)30 and inertial focusing.31–33 These
passive sorting methods hold great advantages of high
throughput sample handling, cost-effective device fabrication,
simple experimental setup and low energy consumption. To
address the aforementioned problems, researchers have
utilized inertial focusing to collect rare target cells from
complex samples with high throughput. Fei et al.34 utilized non-
Newtonian uids within a straight channel to achieve the
collection of MCF-7 cancer cells with an enrichment ratio of
around 750-fold. Hou et al.12 achieved around 10% CTC purity
in a spiral channel with a rectangular cross-section. Warkiani
et al.35 attained ultra-high throughput with purity of CTCs of
0.6–25% in a slanted spiral chip (with a trapezoid cross-section)
by vertically parallelizing the spiral chip. However, these label-
free cell sorting techniques mainly rely on the size difference
between CTCs and blood cells, thus lacking sufficient sorting
specicity.

Therefore, a hybrid cell sorting system combining the
merits of active and passive methods shows great potential to
implement high throughput, high accuracy cell sorting of
complex biological samples to address real-world problems.
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
exploring the use of acoustic waves for active particle and cell
sorting according to their density, size and compress-
ibility.36–41 Compared with dielectrophoresis and magneto-
phoresis, acoustophoresis-based active sorting exerts no or
minimal damage on biological cells42 and works in all
aqueous solutions without any special requirements. Die-
lectrophoresis with strong electric elds and generated heat
may damage cells and only works in aqueous solutions with
certain electrical properties, in particular, electrical
conductivity. Magnetophoresis involves magnetic beads and
requires extra incubation time and elution steps to remove
magnetic beads from isolated cells. In particular, we have
demonstrated the application of a highly focused acoustic
beam (�25 mm wide)43 for high accuracy single cell level
sorting at �kHz rates.44 It is ideal to process pre-enriched cell
samples using our acoustic single cell sorting device to
signicantly shorten the whole sorting process. In this study,
we have developed the rst hybrid microuidic cell sorting
technique combining passive inertial cell enrichment45 and
active acoustic single cell sorting, which provides a prom-
ising solution for high throughput and high accuracy isola-
tion of rare cell populations needed for practical biomedical
applications. In order to demonstrate the capability of this
hybrid cell sorting technique and its potential in clinical
applications, we applied this technique to isolate low-
abundance breast cancer cells spiked in whole blood
samples mimicking clinical samples from cancer patients.
We have successfully achieved at least 2500-fold enrichment
of target cancer cells and maintained high cell viability to
proliferate aer the whole hybrid sorting process. The high
cell viability enables versatile post single cell analysis, for
example, single cell genome sequencing and in vitro culture
of rare cells, which is greatly benecial for cancer study,
diagnosis and treatment.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
2. Concept and operating principle
Principle of size-based passive inertial sorting

When a particle ows in a straight channel in an intermediate
Reynolds number regime (�100 > Re > �1), it is subjected to
a nontrivial lateral inertial li force (FL) consisting of a shear
gradient-induced li force and wall-induced li force46 and
obeying the relationship expressed as follows:47,48

Central region:

FL ¼ fLrfU
2d4

H2
(1)

Near-wall region:

FL ¼ fLrfU
2d6

H4
(2)

In the above, fL is the li coefficient, and rf, U and d refer to the
uid density, uid average velocity and particle diameter,
respectively. H is dened as the hydraulic diameter and calcu-
lated in a rectangular channel as 2wh/(w + h), where w and h
refer to the channel width and height of the cross-section,
respectively.

For microuidic channels with a curvature or an expansion–
constriction structure, a secondary ow perpendicular to the
main ow direction, called Dean ow, will occur in the form of
two counter-rotating Dean vortices, resulting from the inertia
mismatch of the continuous ow in the central and near-wall
regions. Accordingly, the Dean ow exerts an additional Dean
drag force (FD) on the ow-through particles perpendicular to
the main ow, and it is expressed as

FD ¼ 3pmdUD � rfU
2dH2

R
; (3)

where m is the uid viscosity, UD is the magnitude of the Dean
ow and R is the radius of the curvature. Notably, the Dean drag
force scales distinctively with the particle diameter as compared
with the inertial li force. As a result, the balance between the
two forces gives rise to size-dependent differential particle
focusing, which produces the differential equilibrium positions
of varying particle sizes for size-based particle sorting in
a continuous ow.48

Fig. 1a shows the schematic of the size-based inertial cell
sorting, particularly in a reverse wavy channel unit near the tri-
furcated output, which is the optimized microchannel design for
enriching cancer cells from blood cells.45 Fluorescently labeled
cancer cells are spiked into whole blood samples. The inertial
sorting device has two inlets, one for the prepared cell sample
and another for sheath ow, in which the sheath ow occupies
the central region to initially conne cells to the wall regions. The
main channel has a width of 125 mm and a height of 40 mm. The
width of the trifurcated outlet branch is 80 mm, 45 mmand 80 mm.
Larger cancer cells are expected to be dominated by the inertial
li force and focused along the centerline of the channel, while
smaller blood cells are dominated by the Dean drag force and
focused in the regions near the two side channel walls. As
a result, the middle outlet of the trifurcation can collect the pre-
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 31186–31195 | 31187



Fig. 1 Hybrid sorting method combining inertial focusing and acoustic manipulation for rare cell isolation. (a) Schematic of the size-based
inertial cell sorting device (one reverse wavy channel unit near the trifurcated section). Cancer cells and blood cells are expected to have
differential focusing positions because of the size difference. (b) Schematic of the fluorescence-activated acoustic sorting at the single cell level.
Sandwiched by two asymmetric sheath flows, the cell sample suspension flows through the fluorescence interrogation region where the
fluorescent label on target cancer cells is excited. Upon the detection of single cell fluorescence emission, the focused interdigital transducer
(FIDT) generates a focused acoustic wave beam to laterally transport the detected target cell toward the target outlet, while the non-target cells
follow the original streamline to the waste outlet. (c) Schematic of the cell content after each enrichment cycle. Size-based inertial sorting and
fluorescence activated acoustic sorting can both enrich the target cells 50–100 fold, resulting in an overall 2500–10 000 fold enrichment that is
typically needed for rare cell isolation.
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enriched cancer cells based on the size difference. It is expected
that the inertial cell sorting can enrich the target cells 50- to 100-
fold solely based on the size difference.
Principle of uorescence-activated acoustic sorting

Fig. 1b shows the schematic of the uorescence activated
acoustic sorting of a single target cell. The pre-enriched cell
sample by inertial sorting is continuously infused into the
acoustic cell sorting device, including a microuidic channel
and a focused interdigital transducer (FIDT). Two sheath ows
hydrodynamically conne all the cells into a single le so that
they pass through a laser spot for uorescence interrogation
one-by-one. Once the uorescent label on a target cell is
detected using a photomultiplier tube (PMT), it applies a pulsed
AC signal to activate the FIDT for producing a highly focused
acoustic beam. The pulsed acoustic wave propagates along the
substrate surface and radiates into the uid at the substrate–
uid interface. The absorption of acoustic energy generates
a pressure gradient along the wave propagation, and thus
31188 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 31186–31195
produces an acoustic streaming ow (ASF). In our most recent
study, we successfully applied this localized ASF produced by
a highly focused acoustic beam to isolate single biological
cells.44 Different from the size-based inertial sorting, the
proposed acoustic sorting can isolate target cells at the single
cell level based on their specic surface biomarkers. It is ex-
pected that the uorescence-activated acoustic sorting can
enrich the target cells by another 50- to 100-fold. Thus, the
hybrid sorting process is capable of enriching target cells by
2500–10 000-fold, providing a new solution of rare cell isolation.
3. Materials and methods
Device fabrication

The inertial cell sorting devices were fabricated using a standard
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) so-lithography protocol. Briey,
the master mold for PDMS casting was made with SU-8 (SU-8
2025, MicroChem, Newton, MA, USA) on a silicon wafer using
photolithography. The PDMS channel was fabricated by casting
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 2 Schematic of the fluorescence-activated acoustic cell sorting
system, which is composed of three main parts: (i) fluorescence
excitation and detection subsystem, (ii) acoustic cell sorting subsystem
and (iii) observation stage.
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a liquid PDMS mixture onto the pre-fabricated master mold to
replicate the channel feature on the mold. Once the PDMS layer
with the channel features was fully cured by heat, it was demolded
and treated with air plasma (Harrick Plasma PDC-32G, Ithaca, NY,
USA), which aimed at generating a hydroxyl functional group on
the surface. A separate glass slide was bonded onto the PDMS
channel layer to form a closed microuidic device.

The acoustic cell sorting device was fabricated via plasma
bonding another PDMS channel layer onto a focused inter-
digital transducer (FIDT). The FIDT is a 128� rotated Y-cut X-
propagation lithium niobate (LiNbO3) substrate patterned
with 36 pairs of concentric arcuate electrodes. These electrodes
have a uniform spacing and width of 7.5 mm and an aperture of
160 mm at the proximal end, subtending an angle of 26� to the
distal end. They were fabricated using electron beam evapora-
tion by depositing a Cr/Al layer (7 nm/200 nm) on the LiNbO3

substrate, and then another 300 nm thick SiO2 layer on the top
to prevent corrosion and promote bonding with the PDMS layer.
Aer a 150 seconds air plasma treatment, the PDMS channel
layer and the FIDT were aligned and permanently bonded
together to form the acoustic cell sorting device.

Cell culture

TheMCF-7 breast cancer cell line was purchased from American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC cat. no. HB-72), cultured with
Dulbecco's Modication of Eagle's Medium (DMEM, Thermo
Fisher Scientic, USA) and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS, Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA) to provide growth
factors and antibiotics, including penicillin and streptomycin
(Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA) to prevent growth of bacteria.
Cells were sub-cultured every 2 to 3 days when the monolayer
reached 80–90% conuence and maintained at 37 �C 5% (v/v)
CO2 in a humidied incubator. During the subculture proce-
dures, cells were trypsinized with a 0.25% trypsin–EDTA solu-
tion (Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA).

Sample preparation

Fluorescent polystyrene microspheres (15 mm, 10 mm, 7 mm and
3 mm) were purchased without any further modication (Mag-
sphere, USA). To avoid particle agglomeration and adhesion
onto the microchannel walls, these uorescent polystyrene
particles were diluted with deionized (DI) water containing
0.6% Pluronic F127 (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The typical particle
concentration used in these experiments was around 6 � 106

particles per ml. Cancer cells (MCF-7) were stained with a SYTO
9 uorescent dye (Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA) and spiked in
diluted whole blood (nal concentration around 5 � 108 cells
per ml) with initial purity of around 0.01%. This cell mixture
was used to mimic clinical samples aiming to demonstrate
potential applications of combining inertial sorting for size-
based CTC enrichment and acoustic sorting for uorescence-
activated CTC isolation at the single cell level.

Cell viability test

The sorted cells, collected from the target outlet of the inertial
sorting device and the acoustic sorting device, were further
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
enriched by centrifugation to reach a comparable concentration
as that of the input pre-mixed sample. Subsequently, the three
samples from the inlet and target outlets were, respectively,
mixed with a 0.4% trypan blue stain (Thermo Fisher Scientic,
USA) in a volume ratio of 9 to 1. Each of the three mixtures was
then separately injected into a cell count board to take micro-
scopic photographs within 3 min. The cell viability was evaluated
by the ratio of the unstained cell number to the total cell number.
Experimental setup

A new cell sorting device was used in each repeated experiment
to avoid cross contamination. In the inertial sorting experi-
ments, the as-prepared cell sample and the sheath ow (Dul-
becco's phosphate-buffered saline, DPBS, Thermo Fisher
Scientic, USA) were continuously infused into the inertial
sorting device using two separate syringe pumps. The trajecto-
ries of uorescent microparticles were recorded using a CCD
camera on an inverted microscope (Olympus, CKX53, Japan) to
capture their inertial focusing behavior. For performing cancer
cell enrichment, the cell sample collected from the middle
outlet of the inertial sorting device was used in acoustic sorting
for rened single cell isolation.

The uorescence-activated acoustic sorting system consists
of three main parts, as shown in Fig. 2: (i) uorescence excita-
tion and detection subsystem, (ii) acoustic cell sorting
subsystem and (iii) observation stage. The uorescence excita-
tion and detection subsystem excites the uorescent label
specically bound to the target cells and converts the uores-
cence emission into an electrical signal to trigger the acoustic
cell sorting subsystem. Briey, a blue laser beam was emitted
from a 473 nmwavelength laser source, reected by the dichroic
beam splitter (D2), and then focused by a convex lens (L1) into
a tiny laser spot (�70 mm in diameter) as the uorescence
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 31186–31195 | 31189
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interrogation region in the microuidic channel. Once a uo-
rescently labeled target cell enters the laser spot, it is excited to
emit light with a longer wavelength than that of the excitation
light. The emission transmits through L1 and D2, and then gets
reected by another dichroic beam splitter D1 and ltered by
a bandpass lter F1 into the PMT, which converts the uores-
cence signal into a high-level electrical pulse signal. Upon each
high-level signal output from the PMT, the RF generator
produces a pulsed 1 ms AC signal with a delay of 0.1 ms that is
amplied by a power amplier, and then applied on the FIDT to
generate a highly focused SAW beam for single cell level sorting.
The sorting process was illuminated by a lamp and captured by
a high-speed camera (Photron Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).
4. Results and discussion
Inertial sorting for size-based CTC enrichment

Fig. 3 shows the steady inertial focusing behavior of differ-
ently sized microspheres in our inertial sorting device and
their corresponding collection at the trifurcated output. CTCs
typically have sizes between 15 and 25 mm; therefore, we used
a 15 mm uorescent microsphere to represent the minimum
size of CTCs, which was focused as one single uorescent
streak along the centerline of the channel (Fig. 3a). A 10 mm
uorescent microsphere (Fig. 3b) was used to mimic white
blood cells (7–30 mm), among which at least 93% were smaller
than 15 mm.49 A 7 mm uorescent microsphere (Fig. 3c) was
used to mimic red blood cells (6–8 mm), and both 7 and 10 mm
microspheres exhibited one single streak focusing. Notably,
due to different scaling with the particle diameter under the
inertial li force and Dean drag force, the 15 mm micro-
spheres were largely dominated by the inertial li force such
that they stayed nearly along the centerline and assembled in
the middle outlet. Although the inertial li force also domi-
nated the Dean drag force for the 7 mm and 10 mm micro-
spheres, the increased Dean drag force shied the
equilibrium focusing position towards the upper channel
wall. As a result, both 7 mm and 10 mm microspheres were
collected at the upper outlet. A 3 mm uorescent microsphere
(Fig. 3d) was mimicking platelets (2–4 mm), and its inertial
Fig. 3 Inertial focusing behavior of differently sized microspheres in th
represent the minimum size of cancer cells. (b) 10 mm fluorescent m
microsphere is used to mimic red blood cells. (d) 3 mm fluorescent micr
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focusing behavior was found to be dominated by the Dean
drag force. Because the repeated reverse wavy channel units
periodically changed the Dean ow direction, the Dean drag
force tended to move particles towards the channel walls, and
thus formed two streaks near the two sidewalls. A more
detailed analysis of size-dependent inertial focusing in our
novel inertial sorting device was discussed in our previous
study.45

To further demonstrate the clinical potential of this novel
inertial sorting device for rare cell isolation, uorescently
labeled breast cancer cells (MCF-7, diameter around 19–24 mm)
spiked in diluted whole blood samples with purity of �0.02%
were used as the input cell samples. Due to the possible cell–cell
interaction at a 10X dilution of a human whole blood sample,
a sheath ow was adopted to minimize the RBC contamination
of the target cell collection, in which the sheath ow conned
all the cells to the sidewalls when entering the main channel.
The ow rates of the cell sample and sheath ow were 80
ml min�1 and 165 ml min�1, respectively. Aer one single sorting
process, the sample collected from the middle outlet contained
the enriched target MCF-7 cells. The originally prepared cell
samples and sorted target samples were evaluated by analyzing
the randomly captured microscopic cell images using a pub-
lished cell statistic code.50 It was found that the size-based
inertial sorting can enrich cancer cells by �61-fold with their
purity increased from 0.02% to 1.23%.
Fluorescence-activated acoustic sorting at single cell level

Next, we demonstrated our capability of isolating target cells at
the single cell level based on uorescence-activated acoustic
sorting. Fig. 4 shows the sorting process of a single MCF-7 cancer
cell from the human blood cells. The ow rate of the upper
sheath ow, the middle sample ow and the lower sheath ow
was 2.8 ml min�1, 1.0 ml min�1, and 1.0 ml min�1, respectively. An
AC signal with the power of 45 mW and duration of 1 ms was
applied to the FIDT to produce a pulsed SAW beam with a width
of�50 mm. The laser spot for uorescence excitation was aligned
with a highly focused acoustic beam. Upon the detection of
uorescence emission from a single target cell, the pulsed SAW
beam was instantaneously generated to laterally translate the
e inertial sorting device. (a) 15 mm fluorescent microsphere is used to
icrosphere is used to mimic white blood cells. (c) 7 mm fluorescent
osphere is used to mimic platelets. Scale bar is 125 mm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 4 Time-lapsed microscopic image showing the process of sorting one single fluorescently labeled MCF-7 cancer cell from blood cells to
the upper target outlet. Unlabeled non-target blood cells flow into the lower waste outlet. The image was obtained by overlapping 12 frames
recorded every 2 ms. The scale bar is 50 mm.
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detected single cell to the upper target outlet. In contrast, the
blood cells without a uorescent label followed the original
streamline to the lower waste outlet. A series of uorescence-
activated single cell sorting processes can be visualized in the
ESI Video S1.† The purity of the uorescently labeled cancer cells
in the input sample and collected target sample was respectively
characterized as 0.75% and 41.68% based on the aforementioned
imaging-based single cell analysis code.50
Hybrid sorting for rare cell isolation

Inertial sorting is a size-based cell enrichment technique and is
thus ideal for pre-enrichment to deplete amajority of non-target
cells. Although CTCs are larger than the majority of blood cells,
they still have a considerable size overlap with white blood cells.
In addition, inertial sorting typically processes highly concen-
trated cell suspensions to fulll the throughput requirement,
and cell–cell interactions can contaminate the target outlet.
Fluorescence-activated acoustic sorting can isolate single cells
based on the uorescent labels specically bound to the target
cells. In particular, the ability to produce a highly focused
acoustic beam enables high accuracy isolation at the single cell
level. In the following demonstration of hybrid sorting, we rst
applied inertial sorting for high throughput size-based enrich-
ment, and then used uorescence-activated acoustic sorting for
high accuracy single cell level isolation.

Fluorescently labeled breast cancer cells spiked in diluted
(10�) whole blood samples with the purity of�0.01% were used
to mimic a clinical sample containing rare target cells. The
concentration of the target cells could be further decreased, but
we could not accurately quantify the initial cell concentration
using our imaging-based single cell analysis code. Fig. 5a shows
one example of the microscopy images of the simulated input
sample containing rare cancer cells. The input sample rst went
through our inertial sorting device, and we collected the sample
from the middle outlet (i.e., cells larger than 15 mm, as shown in
Fig. 5b). The pre-enriched cell suspension was then reinjected
and went through our acoustic sorting device. Fig. 5c shows one
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
of the microscopic images of the output sample aer the entire
hybrid sorting process. The hybrid sorting experiments were
repeated three times under the same conditions, and twenty
microscopy images of cell samples were captured aer each
sorting experiment for the cell content analysis. Fig. 5d shows
the detailed experimental results before and aer each sorting
process. Fig. 5a–c are randomly chosen from a series of
captured microscopy images for data analysis and do not
represent the exact value of cancer cell purity listed in Fig. 5d.

Most of the reported hybrid sorting methods do not provide
the target cell enrichment ratio, and thus only present the
depletion rate of white blood cells. For acoustophoresis-based
hybrid methods, Mutafopulos et al.51 adopted inertial focusing
with a spiral channel to pre-align the cells as a single line, and
then used acoustic uorescence-activated cell sorting to
enhance the purity of the spiked cancer cells by �20-fold. For
magnetophoresis-based hybrid methods, Ozkumur et al.52

developed a hybrid sorting chip called CTC-iChip, which pro-
cessed whole blood spiked with cancer cells through DLD-based
cell sorting rst, followed by inertial focusing and immuno-
magnetic sorting of cancer cells from white blood cells, even-
tually achieving roughly 1000-fold enrichment of rare CTCs.
Masahiro et al.53 used hydrodynamic ltration combined with
immunomagnetic beads to demonstrate the size-based and
surface marker-based sorting of a mixture of human lympho-
cyte cells (JM cells) and HeLa cells, in which the purity of the
immunomagnetic labeled lymphocyte cells was increased from
41% to 92% (around �2.2-fold). Sajay et al.54 conducted
immunomagnetic negative selection to deplete more than 90%
of white blood cells from whole blood spiked with MCF-7 breast
cancer cells and then processed the sample with a micro-
fabricated lter membrane to collect the target MCF-7 cells.
Giudice et al.55 demonstrated deterministic particle separation
by feeding magnetic particles into a viscoelasticity medium to
achieve viscoelastic focusing rst, followed by continuous ow
through a magnetic eld for an efficient magnetic particle
separation (�96%). For the dielectrophoresis-based hybrid
methods, Chang et al.56 combined DLD and the electrical
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 31186–31195 | 31191



Fig. 5 Representative microscopic photographs of cell samples collected from (a) input inlet of inertial sorting device, (b) target outlet of inertial
sorting device, and (c) target outlet of acoustic sorting device. A representative cancer cell in each sample is indicated by a blue dashed circle.
Scale bar is 100 mm. (d) Experiments 1–3 refer to the three repeated experiments under the same sorting conditions. Purity 1 and viability 1 refer to
the purity and viability of cancer cells from sample (a). Purity 2 and viability 2 refer to the purity and viability of cancer cells from sample (b). Purity 3
and viability 3 refer to the purity and viability of cancer cells from sample (c). (e) and (f) show proliferation of cancer cells collected from the final
sorting output.
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method, replacing the physical pillar array with dielectropho-
retic virtual pillar array, and achieved 99% separation of red
blood cells from white blood cells. Moon et al.57 separated MCF-
7 spiked in whole blood samples, rst with multi-orice ow
fractionation, followed by dielectrophoresis, achieving a 162-
fold enrichment of MCF-7 cells.
31192 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 31186–31195
By contrast, using our hybrid sorting technique, we reliably
achieved at least 2500-fold cancer cell enrichment with purity
increased from �0.01% to �40%. In addition, it is unlike the
existing hybrid dielectrophoresis method that may damage cells
due to the heat generated by strong electrical elds and only
works for aqueous solutions with certain electrical conductivity.
It is also different from the hybrid magnetophoresis method
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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that involves magnetic bead intervention and requires extra
incubation time and elution steps to remove magnetic beads
from isolated cells. Our developed hybrid sorting method can
maintain cell viability as high as 91 � 1% (viability before
sorting is 94 � 2%) and works for all aqueous solutions without
any special requirements. Aer hybrid sorting, the collected
cells were cultured (without the trypan blue test) and showed
great proliferation (Fig. 5e and f), which enables versatile
analysis and manipulation of isolated rare cells.
5. Conclusion

In this study, for the rst time, we present a hybrid microuidic
cell sorting method combining passive size-based inertial
sorting and active surface biomarker-based acoustic sorting.
Here, we adopted a novel geometric channel design with
a reverse wavy channel to implement differential cell focusing
for high throughput size-based enrichment. The pre-enriched
rare cells were specically labeled with uorescent dyes and
passed through an acoustic cell sorting device, in which a highly
focused acoustic beam could be activated upon the detection of
uorescent labels to accurately isolate target cells at the single
cell level. To demonstrate the capability of this hybrid sorting
technique for rare cell isolation, we used whole blood samples
spiked with MCF-7 breast cancer cells at the concentration of
around 0.01% to mimic clinical samples from cancer patients.
Several hybrid sorting experiments showed that at least 2500-
fold cancer cell enrichment could be reliably achieved, and the
collected target cells could maintain proliferation aer the
entire hybrid sorting process. This hybrid sorting technique
possesses the advantages of high throughput size-based
enrichment and high accuracy surface biomarker-based single
cell isolation, thus providing a new means of reliable rare cell
isolation in cancer study, diagnosis and treatment.
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